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Abstract 

The impacts of air ingress on nuclear safety have been a matter of concern for some forty years, and 
particularly so following such an incident at the Paks nuclear power station. As part of the effort to 
address these issues, an initial assessment of the recently developed PSI nitriding model was per-
formed against the KIT air ingress experiments QUENCH-16 and -18. The study follows on from an 
experimental investigation on nitriding/reoxidation and the development of a model based on the re-
sults and its implementation into a version of MELCOR/1.8.6. The work was motivated by the extensive 
nitriding observed in previous integral experiments that were originally performed to address oxida-
tion in air. 

QUENCH-16 included a period of pre-oxidation in steam followed by an air (without steam) environ-
ment to address the continuing escalation up to and past the onset of oxidant starvation, after which 
nitriding is expected. QUENCH-18 was an approximate counterpart experiment in which the environ-
ment following pre-oxidation comprised a mixture of steam and air. 

The capability to model the effect of a mixture of steam and air, addressed in QUENCH-18, is investi-
gated qualitatively by repeating the QUENCH-16 simulation with the additional of steam flow corre-
sponding to the QUENCH-18 conditions. An exact quantitative comparison between the QUENCH-16 
and -18 results is not possible because of differences in bundle configuration.  

Comparison between the QUENCH data and MELCOR simulations with and without the nitriding model 
show how the code captures the main trends and that the model captures the uptake of nitrogen and 
heat generation after all the oxygen is consumed, with formation of zirconium nitride (ZrN). No signif-
icant uptake of nitrogen was observed before oxygen starvation, in either the experiments or simula-
tions. However, some nitrogen uptake was observed before steam starvation in QUENCH-18. 

Some calculational difficulties emerged during the late stages of the simulations, including reflood, 
which are thought to be due to numerical issues. There is also an unintended difference in the calcu-
lated oxidation rate, due to an incorrect numerical treatment of the kinetics. Recommendations are 
proposed to address these shortcomings. 
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1. Introduction

One of the potential impacts of air ingress to overheated fuel during a reactor or spent fuel accident is 
the formation of zirconium nitride (ZrN). The reaction is not only a source of heat, but the ZrN itself 
reacts readily and exothermically with oxygen, steam or even liquid water, with the release of nitrogen. 
The formation of nitride, even in trace amounts, causes the oxide layer to lose its effectiveness as a 
protective layer to limit further oxidation. 

Concerns over the risks of air ingress was first raised by Powers et al. [1] following the realisation that 
the TMI-2 reactor vessel had been worryingly close to lower head failure [2]. If the vessel had failed, 
there would have been a pathway for air to ingress into the already severely damaged core. Air oxida-
tion kinetics became the subject of debate and experimental studies [3]. The main concerns at the time 
were the effect of accelerated kinetics on the ongoing accident escalation, and the risk that exposure 
of the fuel itself to oxygen would render certain of the radiotoxic actinides and fission products in a 
more volatile state.  

Further attention was focussed on air ingress sequence following the Paks cleaning tank incident in 
2003 [4]. Several experimental programs were launched to investigate the impacts and to characterise 
the chemical-dynamic processes in order to enable analysis and risks assessments of the associated 
threats.,  

Separate-effects test (SET) programs to furnish basic data were launched at IRSN, France [5] and KIT, 
Germany [6, 7]. The integral test programs include QUENCH (KIT, Karlsruhe, Germany) [8], PARAMETER 
SF4 (Luch, Russia) [9], CODEX AIT (AEKI, Hungary) [10], and the SFP-1 and -2 (Sandia National Labs, 
USA) [11]. To begin with the main issue regarding core damage escalation was considered to be the 
accelerated oxidation kinetics due to the effect of nitrogen on the integrity of the oxide layer. However, 
several of the later integral tests demonstrated very significant nitriding with major impacts on subse-
quent coolability.   

In particular, the QUENCH-16 [12] and QUENCH-18 [13] experiments, with air oxidation under starva-
tion of oxidant, yielded data which showed extensive formation of zirconium nitride followed by 
strongly enhanced hydrogen production during the quenching process with water, and also release of 
nitrogen. SETs with air oxidation under oxygen starvation conditions also showed presence of zirco-
nium nitride in the post-test examination [14, 15]. The Sandia Fuel experiments showed strong nitro-
gen uptake during the oxygen starvation stage of the experiments and nitrogen release during re-oxi-
dation of the zirconium nitride later on. This behaviour was a challenge for the severe accident codes, 
for example the benchmark exercise on the Sandia experiments [16], since models for the nitrogen/ni-
tride reactions were limited or, in some codes, unavailable, e.g., MELCOR and SCDAP.  

With the recognised need for a nitriding/reoxidation model for use in MELOR, PSI (Switzerland) and 
KIT (Germany) launched a two-part project to address the need. The first part was to obtain empirical 
data on the reactions between zirconium-based alloys and air in the frame of a PhD project [17], [18]. 
The second part was to apply the data to support development of a computer model to describe the 
reaction processes and their kinetics [19] and to implement it into a PSI version of MELCOR1.8.6 [20]. 
This code version already included models for breakaway oxidation in steam and accelerated kinetics 
in the presence of nitrogen [21], which had previously been extensively assessed against PARAMETER-
SF4 [9] and QUENCH air ingress experiments [22, 23], provided a framework within which to implement 
the nitriding model. The new nitriding version was recently applied to a hypothetical spent fuel pond 
accident [24]. Following on from the model development, and in parallel with the application, a first 
independent assessment was performed making use of integral transient data, namely experiments 
QUENCH-16 and -18. The resulting simulations are the subject of the present paper. 
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1. Introduction

MELCOR simulations of the QUENCH air ingress experiments was a natural choice for assessing the 
nitriding model, since the code and input model had been used previously for several QUENCH exper-
iments and were well validated for a range of conditions. In particular it was one of the codes used in 
the QUENCH-10/-16 benchmark exercise [23], performed in the frame of the EU SARNET programme. 
The two experiments used the same test section specifications and the same MELCOR model was used 
in the benchmark, differing only in the boundary conditions which were slightly idealised for QUENCH-
16 to reflect the nominal test protocol. A number of unplanned and unquantified variations and also 
the breach of the shroud at the time of reflood were ignored.  

The benchmark model was therefore a natural starting point for the present assessment study. Con-
ceptually, QUENCH-18 was a counterpart of -16, differing only in that a flow of steam was included 
during the air ingress phase. However, pragmatic considerations meant a slightly different specification 
of the section configuration. Following extensive planning analyses [25], it was possible to specify the 
boundary conditions expected to result in a very similar pre-oxidation transient. The added steam 
makes for a more complicated set of reactions, and a sterner test of the model capability. It can be 
reasonably argued that the steam-air mixture is more representative of an actual reactor or spent pool 
scenario. There also a scarcity of data for such conditions, as air ingress experiments are typically per-
formed in the absence of steam, including those used to develop the model. QUENCH-18 is the only 
experiment known to the authors in which an air-steam mixture was used. Consequently, some aspects 
of the model are not supported by empirical data. 

It is stressed that the primary goal of the study was not to reproduce the experimental data, rather to 
assess applicability of the model to sequences of this kind, and to check how well the model works as 
intended. An important element of this was to examine the model’s effectiveness in simulating the 
behaviour in a steam+air environment compared with an air environment, under otherwise similar 
conditions. 

The present assessment study was presented at the 27th International QUENCH Workshop 
[26], and this paper is essentially a more complete and formalised account. The following sec-
tion presents and compares the experimental results used to provide the reference data. Sec-
tion 3 identifies the analytical tools, summarises the reaction scheme, identifies the separate 
cases with their respective modelling choices, and describes how the QUENCH model and 
boundary conditions are used in the simulations. Section 4 presents the calculated results and 
compares the simulations with each other and with the experimental data. Section 5 briefly 
summarises the key observations. Conclusions from the study and recommendations for future work 
are presented in section 6. 
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2. Experimental background

2. Experimental background

The QUENCH facility, operation and the present experiments have been extensively documented else-

where [8], and are not repeated here. Before discussing the calculations, however, it is helpful to sum-

marise the key features of the two experiments by means of a side-by-side comparison.  

Comparison of QUENCH-16 and -18 configuration and 
operation 

The main differences between the bundle configurations and operation are shown in Figure 1 and 

Table 1. We observe in particular noticeable differences in the physical dimensions and number of 

heated rods, although there is (importantly) only a small difference in in the flow area and Zr- based 

surface area. 

QUENCH-16: 20 heated, 1 unheated rod, 4 solid 
corner rods 

QUENCH-18: 2 heated unpressurised rods, 2 unheated 

pressurised rods, 2 absorber rods, 8 corner rods (4 solid, 

4 hollow) 

Figure 1: QUENCH-16 and -18 bundle configurations 
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Table 1: Comparison of key experimental parameters 

Quantity (unit)  QUENCH-16 QUENCH-18 Ratio (18/16) 

Shroud inner diameter (mm) 
Shroud thickness (mm) 

 82.8 
3.05 

82.8 
3.05 

1.0 
1.0 

Total area inside shroud (cm2)  53.84 53.84 1.0 

Flow area (cm2)  33.65  33.55 0.997 

Area occupied (cm2)  20.19 20.29 1.005 

Wetted perimeter heated 
(mm) 

 675 597 0.884 

Wetted perimeter unheated 
(mm) 

 386.3 565.8 1.465 

Wetted perimeter total (mm)  1061.3 1162.8 1.096 

Hydraulic diameter (cm)  12.68 11.54 1.099 

Number of heater rods 
OD of rods/heater elements 
(mm) 

 20  
10.75 / 6 

20  
9.5 / 5 

1.0 
0.884 / 0.833 

Nominal electrical power dur-
ing temperature plateau (kW) 
Gross (incl. external re-
sistance) 
To heater elements (esti-
mated) 

  
 
11.4 
8.95 (78%) 

 
 
9.4 
7.9 (84%) 

 
 
0.825 
0.883 

Preoxidation  
Steam flow(g/s) 
Argon flow (g/s) 

  
3.4 
3.0 

 
3.3 
3.0 

 
0.97 
1.0 

Air ingress  
Air flow 
Steam flow(g/s) 
Argon flow (g/s) 

  
0.2 
0.0 
1.0 

 
0.2 
0.3 
1.0 

 
1.0 
- 
1.0 

 

Several of the parameters are the same or very similar. The main differences considered most likely to 
have affected the transient evolution are the heated perimeters, and hence heat transfer area, (ca. 
12% lower in -18) and the electrical power to the heaters (ca. 12% lower in -18). We could expect that 
the two differences would largely offset each other as regards their combined effect on the thermal 
response. Independent planning calculations [25] using different simulation tools supported the ex-
pectation that the QUENCH-16 preoxidation transient would be essentially replicated in QUENCH-18 
via a ca. 18% reduction in gross power. The smaller rods in the QUENCH-18 bundle meant that a higher 
fraction of the gross electrical power was dissipated in the heater elements than in QUENCH-16. The 
overall efect was that the dimensional ratios of bundle power to heat transfer area was the same for 
both experiments. 

 

Comparison of QUENCH-16 and -18 experimental signatures 

Before discussing the comparison between the simulations and experimental results, we briefly con-
sider the main signatures: temperature, hydrogen generation, and offgas composition. The intermedi-
ary cooling, before the switch from steam to air at a lower flow rate (and hence reduced heat transfer), 
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was because the electrical heating was reduced in order to allow the air ingress transient to develop 
from temperatures where the oxidation rate is low. 

The event sequences, including the transition times between the separate phases - pre-oxidation, air 
ingress, reflood are given in the experimental reports [24, 25]. Due to the differences between the 
experiments and simulations, side-by side comparisons are not presented. 

Both experiments exhibited high temperatures and significant degradation to both the heater rods and 
shroud, resulting in numerous thermocouple failures and a scarcity of good temperature data, which 
meant that comparison for thermal response is somewhat compromised by having to use measure-
ments from different locations. Figure 2 shows the temperatures at 750 mm, on the inner ring heater 
rod cladding, TFS 5-11, and on the shroud, TSH-11, for QUENCH-16 and -18 respectively. The lower 
temperatures and slower heat-up/cooldown during preoxidation in QUENCH-18 probably reflect the 
peripheral location, the larger thermal inertia of the shroud, while the slower subsequent heat-up was 
due to the higher coolant flow during air ingress. That difference is later reversed by the additional 
heat by oxidation in steam after oxygen starvation.  

 

 

Figure 2: QUENCH-16 and -18 observed experimental temperatures at 750 mm 

The hydrogen generation profiles, Figure 3, are similar during pre-oxidation, suggesting broadly similar 
temperatures, while further hydrogen was generated during the QUENCH-18 air ingress phase follow-
ing oxygen starvation, at a rate corresponding to the steam flow rate of 0.3 g/s. There was a very small 
release of hydrogen, about 2 g, at an equivalent time during QUENCH-16, due to a small but unquan-
tified and probably unavoidable flow of steam as previously condensed steam re-evaporated in the dry 
environment. Both experiments showed major oxidation excursions during reflood. 
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2. Experimental background 

 

 

Figure 3: QUENCH-16 and -18 experimental hydrogen generation 

 

The offgas compositions, in terms of molar fraction are compared in Figure 4 for the period after pre-
oxidation. The calculated and measured oxygen and nitrogen concentration histories follow parallel 
trends between the two experiments, but differ in magnitude and timing due to the presence of steam 
in QUENCH-18. In both experiments nitrogen and steam consumption did not begin until all the oxygen 
was consumed. Interestingly, nitrogen consumption in QUENCH-18 began while there was still a sig-
nificant fraction the steam present, but did not become fully consumed in either experiment. A small 
residual flow of steam in the offgas continued until reflood, possibly for the same reason as in 
QUENCH-16, and might not have all flowed through the bundle. It is therefore difficult to be certain of 
the concentration in the bundle and how much was consumed. 
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Figure 4: QUENCH-16 and -18 experimental offgas composition 

Basis for modelling of the QUENCH experiments and boundary 

conditions  

The input for the QUENCH facility used in the calculations is the same as had been used to analyse 
several previous experiments, QUENCH-06, -10, etc., using the both the 1.8.5 and 1.8.6 code versions. 
For QUENCH-16, the model was adapted to reflect the experimental boundary conditions. It was also 
very slightly idealised to facilitate their use and code-code comparisons in the benchmark exercise 
carried out by participants in the European ERMSAR programme [23], in which QUENCH-10 and -16 
were used as the reference cases. In both experiments there was a period of pre-oxidation in steam 
followed by a termination of the steam flow and switch to air flows at differing rates (1.0 g/s and 0.2 
g/s in -10 and -16, respectively) to investigate the effect of a period of oxygen starvation on the thermal 
response, nitriding, and coolability. The exact same input, including boundary conditions was used in 
the present QUENCH-16 calculations to assess the nitriding model. 

QUENCH-18 was, conceptually, a counterpart to QUENCH-16 but with continued steam flow during 
the air ingress phase. In reality there were differences in the test section configuration and cladding 
materials, though retaining the same essential elements as the earlier experiment. The boundary con-
ditions were modified in such a way as to try to replicate, as far as possible the pre-oxidation phase 
and hence the starting conditions for the air ingress. In practice this objective was achieved, with only 
minor differences in the thermal behaviour, the extent of cladding oxidation, and timing of the start of 
air ingress. 

Rather than attempt to model the details the QUENCH-18 experimental set up and boundary condi-
tions exactly, the same input was used as for -16 except that the -18 steam flow was used. This made 
it possible to examine most easily how well the model captures the influence of a steam-air mixture as 
opposed to air alone, without needing to take into account the effect of detailed differences between 
the experimental set ups. It also enabled direct comparison of the calculated air-ingress behaviours 
with and without activating the nitriding model. It is noted that the primary aim of the calculations is 
an assessment of the applicability of the model for simulating nitriding/re-oxidation in an air ingress 
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sequence and capturing the main phenomenology, rather than to specifically compare the calculated 
results with empirical data. However, the QUENCH-16 model sufficiently replicates the experimental 
set up that the results can properly be compared with the data as a validation exercise. 

To avoid confusion, the QUENCH-18 model used in the present simulations is from now on referred to 
as QUENCH-18*, an idealised representation of both the experimental test section and conditions. 
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3. Analytical tools 

Summary description of nitriding model 

The present simulations were performed with a developmental version of MELCOR-1.8.6/PSI, where 
the PSI model for breakaway and for accelerated oxidation in the presence of nitrogen, used in previ-
ous analyses, has been extended to include also the reactions involving nitrogen with partially oxidised 
cladding in addition to those with steam and oxygen [19]. The model and its developmental assess-
ment are described in some detail, and only the reaction scheme is summarised here. 

The key new features of the model are as follows. 

Under oxidising conditions (steam or oxygen), both ZrO2 and oxygen-stabilised alpha-zirconium, often 
referred to simply as Zr(O) are formed. The latter is assumed in the model to have the composition, 
ZrO0.4, but in reality the Zr(O) composition varies and ZrO0.4 is equivalent to the maximum oxygen con-
tent. From now on, we use the chemical symbol “Zr” to refer to elemental zirconium, while the word 
“zirconium” may refer to either or both. 

Under oxidant starved conditions, nitride (ZrN) is formed by the reaction between nitrogen and ZrO0.4, 
with the release of oxygen into the zirconium. 

Under subsequent oxidising conditions, the nitride and remaining zirconium are oxidised with release 
of hydrogen.  

The model assumes a strict reaction precedence, i.e., mutually exclusive:  

oxidation by oxygen  >  oxidation by steam  >  nitriding. 

This implies that, locally, oxidation by steam takes place only if oxygen is absent, and that nitriding 
takes place only if neither oxidant is present. It is noted that the precedence and mutual exclusivity 
are local, not global. The extent to which this precedence applies in the real situation is a goal for future 
studies. 

The individual reactions are indicated, thus: 

Zr + O2 = ZrO2 (1) 

2Zr + 2H2O = 2ZrO2 + 2H2 (2) 

Zr(O), which is modelled as having the composition ZrO0.4 and from now referred to as such in the 
discussion of the reaction model, is formed by diffusion, indicated by the conceptual reaction 

4Zr + ZrO2 = 5ZrO0.4 (3)    

The diffusion of oxygen from the oxide into the underlying metal has long been studied, and the kinet-
ics are added to standard parabolic correlations [27, 28], although it is not included in MELCOR or in 
some of the other integral simulation tools.  

In the present model, Cathcart-Pawel is used in for the uptaken oxygen mass, separated into two parts, 
the masses in oxide layer and in the ZrO0.4. This somewhat novel feature of the oxidation process com-
pared with the classical parabolic treatment is indicated schematically in Figure 5. 
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                                        Zr          ZrO2                           Zr     ZrO0.4  ZrO2                    

                                          Classical                                PSI nitriding model 

Figure 5: schematic treatment of oxidation in nitriding model. 

Recent studies at KIT [29] have shown that ZrO0.4 in turn reacts fairly readily with nitrogen to form 

nitride with the release of intermediary oxygen, according to 

2ZrO0.4 + N2 = 2ZrN + 0.8[O] (4). 

Oxygen is not released from the cladding during nitriding. If both Zr and ZrO0.4 are present, the model 

arbitrarily assumes that half of the released oxygen reacts with ZrO0.4 to produce oxide and half is taken 

into the metallic Zr, partially replenishing the ZrO0.4. Conceptually, that is 

0.8[O] = 0.4[O] + 0.4[O]  

(0.4[O] + Zr) + (0.4[O] +0.25ZrO0.4) = ZrO0.4  +  0.25ZrO2 (5) 

If the zirconium is entirely ZrO0.4, then all the [O] goes to form oxide. Correspondingly, if the zirconium 

is entirely Zr, then all the [O] goes to form ZrO0.4. Clearly, if neither Zr nor ZrO0.4 remain, i.e., all the Zr 

is fully reacted, then the nitriding terminates. 

While there is no positive evidence to support above apportioning, it seems likely that the nitriding 

will consume more ZrO0.4 than it produces, with the possibility that little ZrO0.4 will remain. The contin-

uation of nitriding then depends on the slow diffusion of oxygen from the oxide to the Zr, which be-

comes the rate controlling process. A transition was often observed in the experiments between “fast” 

and “slow” stages of nitriding, interpreted as occurring when the pre-existing ZrO0.4 had been con-

sumed. In some cases, nitriding was observed to terminate, interpreted as occurring when all the zir-

conium has reacted to form oxide or nitride which was supported by post-experiment examinations 

[19]. 

If oxidant is available after nitriding, both the zirconium and nitride are oxidised. The zirconium is oxi-

dised in the normal way, while the nitride is oxidised according to either 

2ZrN + 2O2 = 2ZrO2 +N2 (6) 

or, in the absence of oxygen, 

2ZrN + 2H2O = 2ZrO2 +N2 + H2 (7) 
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with the same precedence as before. 

If both Zr and ZrN are present, the oxidant consumption is split in the ratio 3:1 between ZrN and Zr.  

The new species, Zr(O) (assumed to have the composition ZrO0.4) and ZrN are calculated locally within 

the model and provided as output in separate files, since they are not presently accommodated in the 

code’s register of quantities for output. 

Before we turn our attention to the simulations, some remarks may be in order to make clear how 

much the nitriding model simplifies the real situation. The idealised picture in which the transport and 

reaction processes through the cladding are represented only by oxygen diffusion into an underlying 

zirconium to form a ZrO0.4 sublayer which in turn reacts with nitrogen, ignores a number of additional 

processes and species. At temperatures and oxidant conditions similar to that occurred in QUENCH-16 

and -18, a more complicated oxygen distribution in the cladding applies.  Single rod experiments at KIT 

showed that α-Zr(O) can form both in the bulk of the ZrO2 oxide and on its outer surface [30]. 

Other processes, not included in the model, further complicate the cladding composition and state. 

Like oxygen, nitrogen can also be taken up into the zirconium to produce a nitrogen-stabilised α-phase, 

somewhat analogous to oxygen stabilized α-Zr(O) [31] and which might be expected to affect the ki-

netics of the ongoing zirconium-gas reactions. Prior breakaway oxidation would lead to additional 

pathways through the porosity to promote access of gases to the unreacted zirconium. As observed 

by Park [17], this inhibits the formation α-Zr(O) and does not necessarily promote the nitriding. break-

away.  

The porosity caused by breakaway and/or oxidation in the presence of nitrogen also promotes the take 

up of hydrogen released from oxidation in steam [32], which itself may affect the kinetics of both oxi-

dation and nitriding in the presence of nitrogen. It should be noted that that this situation, typical for 

a reactor or spent fuel pool sequence, applied during QUENCH-16 and -18. However, the separate 

effects experiments which provided the data on which the current nitriding model was based [Park], 

were performed with oxygen used as a surrogate for steam. 
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4. Simulations of QUENCH-16 and -18* 
experiments 

Code version and model options  

The base code version used in all the simulations was MELCOR/1.8.6/3084/PSI, where 3084 refers to 
the release number and PSI denotes the PSI model for accelerated oxidation kinetics in the presence 
of nitrogen. Nitriding was later included in the PSI model, without further change to the code itself. 
The versions are referred to as pre-NT and NT. Both versions include the option of activating the model 
or not, via flags PSI=1 or PSI=0. With PSI=1, the accelerated oxidation kinetics can be activated or not, 
via flags nobrk=1 or nobrk=2.  

Modelling of the QUENCH test section and boundary conditions  

Instead of attempting to model the details the QUENCH-18 experimental set up and boundary condi-
tions exactly, the same input was used as for -16 except for the -18 steam flow during the air ingress 
and the time to initiate reflood. This approach was considered viable for present purposes for the 
reasons discussed in section 2. In this way it is possible to examine most easily how well the model 
captures the influence of a steam-air mixture as opposed to air alone, without needing to take into 
account the effect of detailed differences between the experimental set ups. It is noted that the pri-
mary aim of the calculations is an assessment of the applicability of the model for simulating nitrid-
ing/re-oxidation in an air ingress sequence and capturing the main phenomenology, rather than to 
specifically compare the calculated results with empirical data. Despite the experimental differences, 
QUENCH-16 and -18 are sufficiently similar that comparison with the experimental results can be con-
sidered as credible for code assessment purposes. 

To avoid confusion, the QUENCH-18 input used in the present simulations is from now on referred to 
as QUENCH-18*, an idealised representation of both the experimental test section and conditions. 

Boundary conditions and modelling cases 

The electrical power and flow rates are presented in Figure 6, showing both the gross electrical power 
and the power dissipated in the heater elements, i.e., excluding the external wiring and connections. 
The power was reduced shortly before the change in flow rates to enable the effect of air to be studied 
starting from a temperature below the rapid oxidation range. 
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Figure 6: Boundary conditions for simulations 

The simulated boundary conditions are slightly modified from the exact measured values in order to 
present a cleaner and more easily interpretable scenario for analysis. The gross electrical power is 
taken from the QUENCH-16 experiment [12], and is the same for both sets of simulations. The gas flow 
rates through the test section are similarly taken from the QUENCH-16 experiment. The unplanned 
additional flow of steam through the bundle, deduced from the measured hydrogen trace in QUENCH-
16 and possibly occurring in QUENCH-18 as well, is not quantified and is not included in the simulations. 

The only difference in boundary conditions between the simulations is the continued flow of 0.3 g/s 
steam (instead of zero) in QUENCH-18* during the air ingress phase which begins at 7310 s. The steam 
and argon flows were reduced at the time of start of the air ingress. The conditions at the start of air 
ingress are therefore identical. 

Six simulations are presented for QUENCH-16, with both pre-NT and NT versions, while only the NT 
version for QUENCH-18*, with three input options as follows: 

PSI=0    (PSI model not selected) 

PSI=1,nobrk=2 (PSI model selected, no accelerated oxidation in nitrogen) 

PSI=1, nobrk=1 (PSI model selected, accelerated oxidation in nitrogen) 

With the pre-NT version, the case (PSI=1, nobrk=2) is physically equivalent to PSI=0, thus enabling di-
rect comparison of the calculated air-ingress behaviours with and without activating the nitriding 
model. However, the PSI and non-PSI models use different the numerical solution methods, which may 
affect the calculation. With the NT version, nitriding is calculated with PSI=1 and so the nobrk=2 case 
is different from PSI=0. However, it provides the opportunity to test for compatibility between 
NT/PSI=1, NT/PSI=0 and pre-NT at times before nitriding has occurred. Comparison between physically 
equivalent cases is important as a test of non-regression with the PSI model, one of the reasons for the 
case nobrk=2. All the other inputs are the same. 
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4. Simulations of QUENCH-16 and -18* experiments 

 

Discussion of QUENCH-16 calculations and comparison with 

experiment 

Figure 7 shows compares the measured cladding temperature at 750 mm on inner rod 11 with the six 
calculations. The first thing to notice is the remarkable level of agreement between all the simulations 
data during pre-oxidation and fairly close during the early part of the air ingress phase. The agreement 
is partly fortuitous, but essentially due to extensive use of the MELCOR code and input model in anal-
yses of previous QUENCH experiments where conditions were similar. However, the NT version with 
PSI=1 gave slightly higher temperatures than pre-NT and NT/PSI=0.  

The agreement is not as good during the early part of the air ingress phase when the flow conditions 
were somewhat novel, with the calculated temperature increasing more quickly than the data. There 
may have been an additional flow of steam through the bundle which would have affected the heat 
transfer. There was a broadly similar oxidation-induced acceleration, occurring at the same tempera-
ture as in the experiment but earlier in time. Again, the calculated temperatures are very close to each 
other until ca. 9500 s (ca. 10500 s in the experiment) when the nitriding cases rose more quickly after 
oxygen starvation and the onset of nitriding at this location. The NT cases reflect the experimental 
trends, but the earlier oxidation and nitriding meant that a higher temperature was calculated at the 
initiation of reflood.  

The pre-NT cases all showed a rapid quench, but attempts to calculate the reflood using the NT version 
and nitriding activated all terminated with code failure. In order to examine how the transient might 
have continued, those cases were eventually without reflood.   

 

Figure 7: QUENCH-16 Experimental and calculated cladding temperature at 750 mm 

A somewhat similar picture emerges at the 350 mm elevation, Figure 8, where the temperatures were 
lower during pre-oxidation and the early part of the air ingress phase. Again, the temperature during 
air ingress was overestimated in all the calculations. The acceleration in the heat-up occurred later 
than at 750 mm, in both the experiment and simulations though was more marked. Comparison be-
tween pre-NT and NT cases shows the calculated temperatures start to diverge at ca. 10000 s, suggest 
nitriding from about that time. This was not exhibited in the experiment, as oxygen starvation probably 
did not occur before reflood started. The pre-NT cases calculated a rapid quench at ca. 11500 s, 
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4. Simulations of QUENCH-16 and -18* experiments

following reflood initiation, while the temperatures in NT cases continued to rise with and without the 
nitriding (PSI=1 and 0, respectively). 

Figure 8: QUENCH-16 Experimental and calculated cladding temperature at 350 mm 

Overall, the effect of oxidation and nitriding on the thermal response trends was well captured, but 
the higher calculated starting temperature prevents a clear quantitative comparison.  

Figure 9 shows the hydrogen generation which was accurately calculated in all the non-NT cases during 
pre-oxidation but was systematically overestimated it by ca. 15% by the nitriding model. This discrep-
ancy is a consequence of the way in which the oxidation kinetics were calculated by the nitriding 
model, in that the oxide thickness, instead of the mass gain, was used as the rate controlling parame-
ter. Although this is the correct treatment, physically, the coefficients are not adjusted to take account 
of the thinner oxide layer when some of the oxygen is assigned to the alpha-Zr(O). Hence they no 
longer correspond to the empirically based mass gain correlation, in this case Cathcart-Pawel. This led 
to an over-counting of the oxygen uptake, hence hydrogen release. The extra heat release slightly af-
fected the temperatures, as previously noted in Figure 6, and will be discussed in the next section. The 

Obviously, no hydrogen should have been released during the air ingress, but the data reveal a small 
amount due to the additional steam flow (not include in the simulations). The data show a major oxi-
dation occurred during reflood, which was not or only mildly reproduced in the simulations. Difficulties 
with calculating reflood excursion are encountered with all codes, including MELCOR, and are not a 
consequence of the nitriding model. Again, the NT cases were continued without initiation of reflood. 
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4. Simulations of QUENCH-16 and -18* experiments

Figure 9: QUENCH-16 Experimental and calculated hydrogen generation 

Figure 10 shows the calculated and observed offgas concentrations oxygen and nitrogen with the data. 
It is first noted the start of nitrogen consumption was almost coincidental with the onset of oxygen 
starvation, with calculation in agreement with experiment. The calculated timing also corresponds to 
the divergence in the temperature evolution between the pre-NT and NT calculations, when nitriding 
first became a source of heat. The oxygen time-profile during its consumption is well reproduced, ex-
cept for the roughly 1000 s difference in timing. 

Figure 10: QUENCH-16 Experimental and calculated nitrogen and oxygen concentrations 

The most noticeable difference is that the calculated nitrogen consumption is much higher than ob-
served. Comparison of the initial decrease in nitrogen concentration suggests good agreement for the 
consumption rate, but it persisted much longer in the calculation. Part of the reason is that the calcu-
lated oxygen starvation occurred earlier that in the experiment and the starvation front progressed 
lower into the bundle, resulting in a larger nitriding region.  Other factors, such as model uncertainty 
regarding the kinetics may be also be a factor. 
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4. Simulations of QUENCH-16 and -18* experiments

Finally, the measured oxygen and nitrogen offgas concentrations increased very slowly to their nomi-
nal values at the start of the air ingress phase, suggesting some operational or facility related issues. 

The modelled interplay between the reactions, over the entire test section, is revealed in Figure 11 
which shows how the structural composition evolves during the sequence. However, it should be re-
alised that the following description strictly applies only locally, and is less apparent when the effects 
at all the localities are aggregated. Starting with pure Zr, oxygen is uptaken to produce both ZrO2 and 
ZrO0.4 in a ratio of ca. 6:1, which remains almost constant into the air ingress phase until the onset of 
oxygen starvation and start of nitriding, resulting also in some of the ZrO0.4 being converted to ZrO2 
and the remainder “recycling” the released oxygen to partially replenish the ZrO0.4. At the same time 
oxygen diffuses from the ZrO2 to produce more ZrO0.4 at a slow rate. As the temperatures rise and the 
oxidation kinetics increase, the starvation front moves downward leading to an increase in the rate of 
nitriding. For a while the ZrO0.4 fraction and the nitriding rate increases, until the nitriding has “con-
sumed” most of the pre-existing ZrO0.4 after which the continuing nitride formation is controlled by 
the rate at which ZrO0.4 is formed by oxygen diffusion from the ZrO2 into the Zr. Reference to Figure 9 
shows the nitrogen uptake to increase and then decrease, while the ZrO0.4 fraction stays roughly the 
same.  

Finally, it is noted that the ZrO2 corresponding to the hydrogen release, referred to as the “hydrogen 
equivalent mass” is almost exactly proportional to the calculated ZrO2 only while the oxidation is by 
steam and under non-starved conditions. They are not equal because not all the oxygen is uptaken to 
produce ZrO2. After that they are no longer proportional, and the calculated ZrO2 overtakes the “hy-
drogen equivalent”. 

Figure 11: QUENCH-16 calculated cladding composition 

Discussion of QUENCH-18* calculations and comparison with 

experiment 

A limited set of calculations is presented, mainly concentrating on the influence effect of steam in-
cluded with the air. Its aims were essentially to predict how a repeat QUENCH-16 would have evolved 
if it had been identically repeated except for the 0.3 g/s steam with the air, as an aid to interpretating 
the actual QUENCH-18, and to assess the model’s applicability to air/steam mixtures. It is identical to 
QUENCH-16 up to the start of air ingress at ca. 7400 s.  
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4. Simulations of QUENCH-16 and -18* experiments

Figure 12 compares the calculated and measured shroud temperatures at 750 mm, one of the few high 
temperature locations where the thermocouple survived through reflood. Agreement between all 
three calculations and data is very close during the pre-oxidation, similar to that for the heater rod in 
QUENCH-16 (Figure 4). There is likely to have been an element of “luck” involved, but it suggests that 
the numerous differences (test section configuration, boundary conditions) between the experiments 
tended to cancel out during the pre-oxidation, as was intended in the planning. It suggests that 
QUENCH-18* is an effective surrogate for -18, at least as regards the modelling aspects of present 
interest. 

The case-case agreement continues for some time into the air ingress phase, but the simulations then 
start to accelerate as they gradually diverge from the data, similarly to QUENCH-16. The initial rate of 
reheating is slightly less than QUENCH-16, due to that higher coolant flow and the acceleration in tem-
perature rise occurs slightly later, in both simulation and experiment. The two cases with nitriding 
(with and without accelerated oxidation in the presence of nitrogen) also diverge, with a runaway es-
calation leading to component melting in one case (nobrk=1), where the nitrogen-induced accelerated 
oxidation became a driver for the escalation, The other nitriding case (nobrk=2) failed soon after the 
start of nitriding. The case without nitriding continued and fairly well followed the data until ca. 11400 
when the shroud was breached in the experiment and the measured temperature decreased. The tem-
perature calculated without nitriding continued to rise, except for a short pause at ca. 10600 s, thought 
to be due to steam starvation at this elevation. None of the simulations calculated a large amount of 
nitriding, and hence showed only a minor effect on temperatures. 

Figure 12: QUENCH-18(*) Experimental and calculated cladding temperature at 750 mm 

Figure 13 compares the calculated hydrogen generation in the three NT cases with the data. All the 
cases overestimate the data during pre-oxidation, which was slightly lower than in QUENCH-16, the 
case without the nitriding model being closest and, as before, the NT model higher by about 15%. The 
curves again flatten during the cooling period and the early stage of air ingress before the onset of 
oxygen starvation after which steam begins to be consumed. From the beginning of hydrogen release 
at ca. 10500 s in the experiment, it is just a very short time before the steam is fully consumed. The no 
nitriding (PSI=0) case again gives the closest agreement, with the hydrogen release starting only slightly 
earlier and complete consumption slightly later than in the experiment. Both nitriding cases show hy-
drogen release and complete steam consumption noticeably earlier, followed by code failure. The non-
NT case closely followed the experimental release right up until reflood, with a calculated 46 g com-
pared with 57 g measured. A massive reflood excursion took place in the experiment, but was not 
captured by MELCOR. 
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4. Simulations of QUENCH-16 and -18* experiments

Figure 13: QUENCH-18(*) Experimental and calculated hydrogen generation 

The offgas composition in terms of the molar fractions of hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, steam, and ar-
gon are shown in Figure 14 which includes hydrogen and steam in addition to just the oxygen and 
nitrogen displayed in Figure 9. Argon is shown for completeness, as well. As with QUENCH-16, the 
experimental values show some variations not occurring in the calculations. One probable cause is, 
again, condensation in parts of the system and subsequent re-evaporation when the humidity de-
creased at the start of the air ingress phase. 

The calculated (case nobrk=2) oxygen consumption was again quicker than observed, though not by 
as much as it was in QUENCH-16 after taking into account the earlier switch from steam to air-steam 
mixture. A probable reason for the overestimated rate of oxygen consumption is that the concentra-
tion in the experiments was low, just a few percent, which is not taken into account by the model. 
Experiments at KIT [33] show a clear effect of concentration, for which an ad hoc correlation was de-
rived [34] and included in a PSI local version of SCDAP/RELAP5 and used in an analysis of QUENCH-18 
[35]. 

As expected, steam is not consumed until the effective onset of oxygen starvation, but once started, it 
is almost completely consumed within about 200 s, with the hydrogen concentration increasing almost 
exactly as the steam decreases. The calculated steam consumption and hydrogen release are in re-
markably good agreement with the data, all things considered. In the experiment, the nitrogen con-
centration holds strictly its original value until all the oxygen is consumed but starts to decrease before 
complete steam consumption, and while the hydrogen release is still increasing. Therefore it appears 
that nitriding was occurring in the presence of steam. This calculated local oxidation in steam simulta-
neously with nitriding is not, in principle, accommodated in the model and would not be calculated. 
However, there is reason to believe this may happen, since hydrogen produced during steam oxidation 
decreases the oxygen partial pressure locally, and results in more favourable conditions for ZrN for-
mation [36]. 
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Figure 14: QUENCH-18(*) Experimental and calculated offgas composition 

Both the experimental data and simulation show, somewhat surprisingly, the onset of nitrogen uptake 
at almost exactly the same time that the oxygen was fully consumed and while steam was still present. 
The experimental uptake increased to about to fifty percent, although it did not increase much in the 
simulation due to code failure soon after the onset of nitriding. This behaviour should not come as a 
surprise in the experiment, but is rather unexpected in the simulation, considering the reaction prec-
edence. However, it may be connected with the way the oxidation and nitriding calculations are inter-
faced at low steam concentrations.  

The code failure at an early stage during nitriding is of more concern, and the reason is not yet identi-
fied.  Other attempts to simulate QUENCH-18* with the nitriding model also failed. A possible cause is 
that the QUENCH input model for MELCOR uses a single hydrodynamic control volume (CVH) to span 
more than one (COR) nodes, which are both sources and sinks for the reacting gases. This may lead to 
a conflict for the numerical solution algorithm when the oxygen starvation front passes across a CVH 
node which interfaces multiple COR nodes in different states of oxidation and/or nitriding.  
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5. Summary

The simulations demonstrate that the nitriding model works as intended in an air environment in con-
junction with the PSI oxidation. model. Production of Zr(O) and ZrN are demonstrated. Unfortunately, 
attempts to simulate the reflood were not successful; consequently, it was not possible to demonstrate 
the reoxidation. 

Consistency is demonstrated between simulations using the standard (i.e., not PSI version), the PSI 
pre-NT version, and NT version but with the nitriding model not activated. 

There is a lack of consistency between the oxidation calculated using and not using the nitriding model, 
with about 15% more oxidation when the nitriding model. This is attributed to the reduced oxide thick-
ness (the controlling factor with parabolic kinetics) as some of the oxygen is taken up in alpha-Zr(O).  

There is no obvious and fully satisfactory solution. If the oxidation is not steam limited, then an avail-
able adjustment can be made to the kinetic coefficients to almost exactly recover the correlation based 
on oxygen mass gain. However, the correlations themselves for oxide and Zr(O) masses are not accu-
rate under oxidant-limited conditions, and the adjustment may also be questionable. 

The oxygen consumption rate is overestimated in comparison with the data for both experiments, 
leading to early starvation. This may be an effect of the low oxygen concentrations in the experiments 
which is not taken into account in the model. As a result, the calculated nitrogen uptake in QUENCH-
16 and steam consumption in QUENCH-18 are premature, with impact on the ongoing escalations. 

The nitrogen consumption is also overestimated in comparison with the data, which may be a conse-
quence of the early calculated onset of nitriding.  

The nitriding model calculation failed at an early stage during nitriding in QUENCH-18*, resulting in 
only a small amount of ZrN formed and no significant oxidation of ZrN. This problem was not encoun-
tered in the developmental assessment of the model, and may be a result of using a coarser hydraulic 
(CVH) noding than the core (COR) noding. 

The oxidation excursions during reflood were not captured in any of the simulations. This limitation in 
not unusual in MELCOR simulation, especially with a coarse hydraulic noding as in the present model. 
However, even if the excursion were captured, it would not be possible to make a useful quantitative 
comparison with the reflood phases of the experiments, as the shroud was breached at this time in 
both experiments. This significantly affected the boundary conditions and was not represented in the 
model.  

The code failed at start of reflood in all cases when the nitriding model was used to simulate QUENCH-
16. This appears to to be due to numerical problems which, again, might be possibly avoided by a more
detailed hydraulic noding.

Although QUENCH-18* does not correctly represent QUENCH-18 as regards the bundle configuration 
and boundary conditions, the similarity to the two experimental evolutions during pre-oxidation ena-
bles a meaningful comparison between simulated and experimental phenomenology and vindicates 
its use for model assessment.  
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6. Conclusions and recommendations

The newly developed and implemented model successfully captured most of the trends and phenom-
ena for nitriding under transient conditions until reflood initiation, with the exception of cade failure 
during nitriding when steam is also present. The problem might not lie with the model itself. 

Consideration of the reaction model specification alongside the QUENCH-18 data on offgas composi-
tion challenges the assumption that oxidation in steam takes precedence over nitriding when both 
gases are present.  

The formation of alpha-Zr(O) is a key precursor to nitride formation, without which the nitriding would 
be very slow. This process is correctly calculated, at least qualitatively, by the model, as is the way it 
facilitates the nitriding. Quantitatively, there is a need for further experimental data on the nitriding 
process to address uncertainties in the kinetics and the reaction steps. 

The alpha-Zr(O) formation, and consequently reduced oxide thickness, are normal processes during 
oxidation, and can result in the homogenisation (or near homogenisation) of moderately oxidised clad-
ding under high temperature oxidant-starved conditions. Separately from nitriding or presence of ni-
trogen, this part of the model should make it possible to reproduce the observed reflood excursion 
following prolonged steam starvation, and predict the possibility of such an excursion in a reactor ap-
plication. 

Consistency with previous versions have been demonstrated for the present cases, except for this dis-
crepancy regarding the oxidation. While the “alpha-modified” thickness is the correct quantity for the 
oxidation kinetics, the model needs to be modified as noted in the previous section. 

Consideration of the reaction model specification alongside the QUENCH-18 data on offgas composi-
tion challenges the assumption that oxidation in steam takes precedence over nitriding when both 
gases are present. There is a case for an in-depth review of data on the reactions with steam and 
nitrogen, and perhaps further study, and to re-examine the reaction precedence. 

For both nitriding and air oxidation models, there is a case for modifying the kinetics to take account 
of low oxygen/nitrogen concentrations, which applied in the QUENCH experiments and might be ex-
pected in a reactor accident or spent fuel accident. 

The code failures means that the reoxidation part of the model cannot be assessed from these partic-
ular analyses, and the impact of water injection into an overheated core with oxidised/nitrided clad-
ding cannot be assessed. 

The numerical solution within nitriding model method should be examined in attempt to identify rea-
sons for the failures during reflood and in steam+air environments. However, is not certain that the 
problems are in the model and numerical scheme themselves. 

Although the present nitriding model has been implemented only in a PSI version of MELCOR, there is 
case for introducing the model into other system-level codes, for example SCDAP/RELAP5. 

Some non-modelling improvements should be considered, notably inclusion of the new cladding com-
position quantities, Zr(O) and ZrN. 

It is strongly recommended that the model is implemented in the general version of MELCOR, devel-
oped and maintained by Sandia National Labs. Indeed, their adoption of the model may be necessary 
to be able to properly address nitriding issues in reactor and spent fuel pool scenarios. 
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6. Conclusions and recommendations

Despite the limitations identified above, the demonstrated success implies significant progress to-
wards an effective model for reactor and spent fuel air ingress sequences. 
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Abstract 

The impacts of air ingress on nuclear safety have been a matter of concern for some forty years, and particularly 
so following such an incident at the Paks nuclear power station. As part of the effort to address these issues, an 
initial assessment of the recently developed PSI nitriding model was performed against the KIT air ingress experi-
ments QUENCH-16 and -18. The study follows on from an experimental investigation on nitriding/reoxidation and 
the development of a model based on the results and its implementation into a version of MELCOR/1.8.6. The work 
was motivated by the extensive nitriding observed in previous integral experiments that were originally performed 
to address oxidation in air. 

QUENCH-16 included a period of pre-oxidation in steam followed by an air (without steam) environment to address 
the continuing escalation up to and past the onset of oxidant starvation, after which nitriding is expected. QUENCH-
18 was an approximate counterpart experiment in which the environment following pre-oxidation comprised a 
mixture of steam and air. 

The capability to model the effect of a mixture of steam and air, addressed in QUENCH-18, is investigated qualita-
tively by repeating the QUENCH-16 simulation with the additional of steam flow corresponding to the QUENCH-18 
conditions. An exact quantitative comparison between the QUENCH-16 and -18 results is not possible because of 
differences in bundle configuration. 

Comparison between the QUENCH data and MELCOR simulations with and without the nitriding model show how 
the code captures the main trends and that the model captures the uptake of nitrogen and heat generation after 
all the oxygen is consumed, with formation of zirconium nitride (ZrN). No significant uptake of nitrogen was ob-
served before oxygen starvation, in either the experiments or simulations. However, some nitrogen uptake was 
observed before steam starvation in QUENCH-18. 

Some calculational difficulties emerged during the late stages of the simulations, including reflood, which are 
thought to be due to numerical issues. There is also an unintended difference in the calculated oxidation rate, due 
to an incorrect numerical treatment of the kinetics. Recommendations are proposed to address these shortcom-
ings. 




